
Y11 Transition 

Some suggestions  
to help prepare for Computer Science  
at IB next year 

1. Watch YouTube 

Building an 8-bit breadboard computer 
This is a very well narrated video series that walks through the process of building 
the simplest possible computer - just chips and wires plugged straight into a series of 
breadboards. Even though you probably won't want to actually build this yourself, this 
is a great way to understand what a computer actually does. If you are hazy on the 
Fetch-Execute cycle, you won't be after this! 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLowKtXNTBypGqImE405J2565dvjafglHU 
 

Concrete Problems in AI Safety 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqL14ZxTTA4fEp5ltiNinNHdkPuLK4778 
Why is it so hard to stop SkyNet from turning evil? This series explains actual 
problems with building AI that does what we want. 
 

2. Practice coding 
At IB we will study Java, but you don't need to practice that necessarily, since you will 
be taught the syntax at school. But it is definitely a good idea to keep coding. The 
best way to do this is to have a project of your own. If you like games, code a simple 
game. Here are a couple of blog posts with some ideas for games that can be 
created using text output, or very simple graphics. Try programming one in python or 
VB. 
 
https://inventwithpython.com/blog/2012/02/20/i-need-practice-programming-49-ideas-
for-game-clones-to-code/ 
https://dev.to/lukegarrigan/top-5-best-games-to-code-as-a-beginner-9n 
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Failing that, take one of your former projects from GCSE  the run length exercise for 
instance - and recode it in Java 

3. Read a book 
This book is not on the syllabus. It does not teach Java. It was published before you 
were born. Nevertheless it contains the essential truths of how to program well that 
are useful in any language, in any decade. You probably won't read it (because who 
has the time?) But if you do, you will spend the rest of your life urging other people to 
read it, because it changed your life. Or at least, your code. 
 
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Code-Complete-Practical-Handbook-Construction/dp/073
5619670 
 

4. Take an online course 
Future Learn has pretty decent online coding courses. They are free, unless you 
want a certificate at the end of it. You work at your own pace to complete exercises 
that usually build towards something bigger. This one takes around 4 hours a week 
for 5 weeks and you make a simple Android game in Java. The courses have specific 
start dates with lessons released one week at a time, so check the website to see 
when the next course starts. 
 
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/begin-programming 
 

5. Add a bookmark 
You don't need to know all the algorithms on this list before you start year 12. There 
are many that you don't even need to know at the end of year 13. But it's a good idea 
to at least be aware that these algorithms exist. Having them linked all in one place is 
very handy if you need to refresh your memory, and you can also use it as a bucket 
list of algorithms to tick off as you go. The example code is in C++ but the syntax is 
similar enough to Java that it is quite easy to adapt. 
 
https://medium.com/@codingfreak/top-algorithms-data-structures-concepts-every-co
mputer-science-student-should-know-e0549c67b4ac 
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